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All About Buzzers
What are buzzers?

Buzzers are the pupal form of midges (chironmidae) – they are 
the form between the larva (bloodworm etc) and the adult flying 
insect. They are the most abundant food supply that a Stillwater 
trout will encounter. Buzzers are found in all waters at all times 
of the year but are especially abundant in the Spring months of 
April, May & June – this is the best time for buzzer fishing in UK 
stillwaters.

When you see a buzzer in its natural form, there are two things 
that are very apparent:

1. They are bigger than you first expect – ranging in size from 
8mm to 15mm (a size 10 to 16 hook)

2. They are very thin

Buzzers are generally seen just under the surface of the water 
and as far as the fly angler is concerned, we try to imitate them at 
the stage where they are transforming into the adult.

Why are they important?

Buzzers are important to the fly angler as this is the staple food 
of any trout which has been in a Stillwater for any length of time. 
As so, it is important to understand how best to fish them. Buzzer 
fishing is not just about the fly you use, it’s more about the style 
and how they are fished.

How to fish buzzers

Over the years many ways of fishing buzzers have evolved, in the 
main these can be split into 3 major styles:
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1. The Team of Buzzers
2. The Washing Line
3. Indicator/Bung Fishing

In all of the above cases buzzers should be fished slowly, using 
a dead drift (i.e. the flies are allowed to drift on any currents as 
naturally as possible – in most cases we use the wind to our 
advantage and allow it to move our flies naturally in the water).

The Team of Buzzers

The most common way to fish buzzers is with a team of up to 
3 individual buzzers on a long leader. Having a heavier buzzer/
nymph on the point of your leader setup allows you to search 
various depths at the same time and use different coloured flies 
to increase your chances. A standard leader setup for fishing a 
team of buzzers is shown in the diagram below:

The important thing to notice about the above leader configuration 
is the overall length, try to make the leader as long as you can 
comfortably manage taking into consideration the prevailing 
weather conditions. The other important bit is the length of the 
droppers for each of the buzzers, try to make these around 15cm 
to 20cm in length as this will reduce the amount of tangles when 
casting.
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The Washing Line Method

The washing line method is a technique designed to allow you 
fish your buzzers (or nymphs) just below the water surface. It uses 
a very buoyant fly on the point to hold the flies up (a booby is a 
good fly for this). Usually when you fish buzzers they would drop 
down through the water column, the Washing Line method allows 
you keep them just below the surface where the trout are hunting 
for them. Just cast it out and let the wind drift your whole rig, you 
will generally feel any takes (as the wind will be keeping very light 
tension in the leader), or watch your floating fly for any movement 
and lift into it.

  

Indicator/Bung Fishing

Indicator fishing is the process of fishing with a buzzer or nymph 
suspended underneath a buoyant ‘indicator’ fly. The ‘indicator’ fly 
with then register any takes on the buzzer. When setting up an 
indicator rig, it is possible to tie the suspended fly to the indicator 
from the eye or the hook bend (on a barbed fly). However, there 
are now more specialist indicator flies available which have a small 
ring tied into the body of the fly which you tie the suspended fly 
to, this is style of fly is generally preferred as the indicator fly sits 
correctly in the water and increases your chances of also taking 
a fish on the indicator. This style of fly is called a Dinkhamer - the 
method is sometimes called the ‘klink n dink’).
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Buzzer Fly Styles

When you are perusing all of the various buzzer flies in any 
catalogue or website, you will see that there are numerous 
different types of buzzer, here’ a description of the main styles 
and how they are used:

Standard Buzzer

Cheeky Red Buzzer

Buzzers are generally fished at various depths through the water 
column, a standard buzzer is usually tied on a heavier gauge hook 
to give it some weight and allow it to sink, you will also find that 
buzzers are usually tied on hooks larger than you expect – the 
most common being a size 10 and 12. This makes them easier to 
fish in the deeper water and stronger when hooking those larger 
stillwater monsters. If you are wanting to fish them as a part of 
a floating rig (i.e. The Washing Line), choose a smaller buzzer in 
a size 14 or 16 hook, as these will be lighter and be more easily 
moved by the current/wind.
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Foam/Suspender Buzzer

Foam Buzzer Black Quill

As its name suggests the suspender buzzer is usually tied with 
something above the eye of the hook to allow the buzzer to 
be suspended just below the surface of the water – imitating a 
hatching midge. There are various types of suspension technique, 
foam or feather – our top tip is to use foam if there is any movement 
in the water and if it’s flat calm, then use one which is suspended 
by a feather – usually CdC.

Shipmans Buzzer

Bibio Shipmans

Shipmans buzzers are a pattern which imitates the pupal stage of 
the midge. The Shipmans buzzer pattern was originally developed 
by Dave Shipman to use when the fish are feeding on the emerging 
buzzer. It’s a pretty distinctive pattern with a scruffy body and 
material protruding from both ends of the fly (to represent the 
breathing tubes of the pupa), this pattern I designed to be fished 
in the surface film.
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Yellow Owl Buzzer

Some of our 
Favorite Buzzers

Holo Blue Buzzer

3d Black Buzzer Olive Foam Buzzer

Adult Buzzer

“M” Bouy ShuttleSandy’s Shuttle

Black Shipmans


